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The 'Motorcycle Riders Guide For Beginners' was written to guide new motorcyclists about what
to watch out for, and how to ride safely on today's roads. It contains a careers worth of
experiences from a professional driver and rider. It is short, but packed with pertinent information
and doesn't take a long time to read. There are actual events described, and scenarios to help
present it. New riders will develop their own style of riding, and incorporating the knowledge in
this guide will certainly keep you safer.



Motorcycle Riders Guide For BeginnersPeter PinetteCopyright © 2020 Peter PinetteAll rights
reserved.This guide is dedicated to my Dad.I was five years old and remember my dad riding a
red Harley. It was so cool, but I didn't know the word cool back then. When we were outside and
a biker would ride by, my Dad would yell “mogate”, and the biker would go full throttle and speed
off. I have never heard anyone else use this term, and everyone I asked never heard of it either.
Maybe it was a local thing? So I looked it up and it was not in the dictionary, but found
here:HTTP://www.wordsandphrasesfromthepast.com/dictionary-m---pg-4.HTML. MOGATE vb.
to move rapidly ...1938 Amer. dial.Shortly thereafter he didn't ride the Harley anymore and sold
it. Time went on and sometimes he would say to me, “let's go to Reggie Pink's and look at
motorcycles.” So off we would go to Reggie Pink's in White Plains, NY. I Googled Reggie Pink
and learned they went out of business after 86 years — sad. Dad just loved checking out the
bikes, and I realized later in life that he was always looking and wanting, but never buying for a
reason. Me for one, and my younger brother Gary, and his wife, our mom Dolores. Karen came
later. His young family took precedence over risky motorcycle riding. He never got another bike.
He gave up something he loved for the family he loved — I get it.When I was older and bought
my first street bike, a Honda 550, he asked to take it out. When he came back he said it was a
great ride but never rode again. He's gone now except for in our memories, and we miss him.
Mogate Dad!Going for a pleasurable motorcycle ride is something us riders really appreciate. I
especially enjoy going with a few friends, it makes me feel better and safer about the ride. You
may feel that way too. We just want to have fun, and maybe get some adrenaline pumping, right?
A beginner motorcycle rider must understand his or her situation. If you currently have a drivers
license and drive a car, you should realize that switching to a motorcycle requires a different
perception and presents new challenges. There is a substantial difference between the two
vehicles. This guide will help you learn those differences and keep you safer. Let's get right to the
facts so it's known what you are up against, and I won't be gentle here.I have read a few learn to
ride or drive books and noticed something about them. They don't discuss the one prominent
encounter out there on our roads. Perhaps they feel it's more of an opinion and not worth
mentioning, or maybe they want to remain neutral. That's just wrong, and it's something every
new rider or driver needs to know about up front. This encounter is stupidity — it's out there and I
will tell you about it. There are all kinds of people that make up the world, and people do stupid
things sometimes. We all have done it, some more than others. These people are out there, and
a certain percentage of drivers around you are about to do something stupid.Today’s roads are
full of unknowns and unpredictability, coupled with the fact that stupidity has no limit, makes our
roads a dangerous place for a motorcyclist. That is what you need to know in order to protect
yourself. You must develop the ability to foresee the possibilities and situations which could
occur, and be prepared for them. You are not in a car, relaxed, buckled in, surrounded by a steel
shield, and guarded by scientific crash studies designed to protect you. You are exposed, and



need to focus on your immediate surroundings at all times, including what's up ahead, and be
prepared to counteract to anything that occurs. The ability to say to yourself, 'I saw that coming',
is a good frame of mind to have. Playing the, 'what if this happened game?' in your mind while
you ride will help train you to be better prepared. As your skills improve, your performance will be
instinctive. That is your goal. Riding skills are developed over time and thru experiences. Not all
experiences are good or end well. Things you might not think of, or may take years to learn are
here right now. The information presented here will give you an advantage out on the road, but it
is not the end of your education — that never ends. Our bodies are frail compared to steel and
asphalt.I am going to assume your motorcycle is in good operating condition, and you are
capable of riding and controlling your motorcycle without issues. This reduces the chances of
you being hurt because of a known equipment problem, or perhaps you should not be riding for
some reason. It all begins with those two points.Motorcycles are fast, they handle very well, stop
very well, and like most other things we use, after a while you get better at using them. So get
comfortable with your motorcycle. If you're just learning, practice in an open area, like an empty
parking lot. Start with easy stuff. Don't overdue it. Keep it gentle and learn how the bike handles.
Try emergency braking for example, but go easy at first. Motorcycle brakes are very good, and
you can flip the bike over using the front brake too hard, like when performing a stoppie. Ride in
circles, clockwise, and counter-clockwise. Bigger circles first, then tighten it up. Figure eights are
next. Careful with these, do larger figure eights at first, then tighten it up more. Sometimes the
bike may start to fall inwards, either change the steering angle or try blipping the throttle to get
out of it. Knowing how your bike handles will make you a better rider.
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Michele, “Great Guide!. I bought this guide, among others, for my son who’s interested in riding.
It’s a great start (and an easy read) that covers bike basics tire to tire. Complete with first person
real world experiences and scenarios told with a sense of humor.  Worth checking out!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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